
OUR   

SCENTS 

 

BLACK CURRANT ABSINTHE - A dark sensual & captivating blend.  

BLACK RASPBERRY & VANILLA - An enticing blend of tarty berries with warm 

vanilla.  

BRIGHTON BEACH - A combination of fresh salty air & light citrus mixed with 

white florals, tangerine & musk.  

CHRISTMAS - Made of jingle bells & Christmas smells of pine, cranberry and 

spices.  

COCONUT & LIME -  A luscious blend of citrus with a delicate touch of coco-

nut.  

CUCUMBER GINGER & MINT - A relaxing, crisp fresh aroma. It is one of our fa-

vourite  

fragrances at enoki!  

FLOWER BOMB - A floral explosion enhanced by a combination of exotic 

scents.  

FRUIT BURST - A  vibrant aroma bursting with fruit & banana base.  

GRAPE HUBBA BUBBA - A punchy grape fragrance with a bubble gum base – 

it’s one of our favourites! 

LIME BASIL & MANDARIN -  A fresh, zesty citrus blend with notes of basil.  

MARSHMALLOW - A warm sugary marshmallow hit with berry and vanilla notes.  

MULLED WINE - A warm & cosy blend with delicious notes of spice & fruit.  

PINK GUAVA - A combination of juicy guava accentuated by sweet fruits and 

warm vanilla base.  

RASPBERRY FIZZ - An indulgent, sparkling sweet raspberry aroma.  

SERENDIPITY - A powdery floral bouquet enhanced by French vanilla, musk & 

wood.  

SHERBET FIZZ - A fizzy, sweet-sour powdery scent and is totally delicious! 

SUGAR & SPICE - A sweet & spicy blend with notes of tangarine, peach and 

cotton  

candy.  

TROPICAL PUNCH - An Island fruit blend with juicy citrus and sweet coconut.  

OTAGO SUMMER -  An uplifting citrus aroma that reflects the sparkling sunshine 

of an Otago summers day. 

COLA BUZZ- Nostalgic cola at its finest  

BLUESKIN BAY - Calming sea breeze scent with notes of jasmine, caramel and 

rich patchouli 

CASTLE ST - Fresh masculine aroma with woody notes of musk, spice and  

orange blossom 

ISLAND LIME AND MANGO -Fresh and enticing blend of tropical and citrus 

fruits 

PINEAPPLE TRACK - Succulent yet sophisticated blend of pineapple, mango 

and vanilla  

ROSS CREEK -Lush blend of watery elements with leafy greens and musk 

JUICY WATERMELON - Delicious playful summer fragrance with sugared lemon 

and juicy watermelon. 

 


